
 
 

 

 
 

 

WINTER '69-70 NEW BOOK LIST 
THE AK-47 ASSAULT RIFLE GERMAN EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE (edited and introduction by Wyant Lamont) For the first The Big One! OP 1666, the encyclopedic reference 

time in the free world, complete practical and tech- work formerly selling among rare book collectors and nical information is given on the only weapon in history ordnance students for as high as $50 and more, now to be produced in an estimated 30,000,000 units, the reprinted in its entirity, not one word or detailed 
AK-47 Assault Rifle and its variations. With over 150 illustration left out. This monumental work was the pages and over 100 illustrations (most of which never result of an exhaustive study of German explosive 
before released), this comprehensive volume covers ordnance conducted by US Army Technical Intelligence all aspects of these excellent weapons, from history, experts after WWII, a volume so thorough and defin-
identification of AK-AKM-& RPK model variations and itive it still is the official reference source in the production origin, detailed parts nomenclature and field of German explosive ordnance, and stands 
description withtext and photos,functioning, disassem- unequalled by any volume ever written on this subject. bly, inspection, preparing for firing, use and handling, 	Nearly 360 large 8X10" pages, nearly 320 detailed stoppages and immediate action, right through to illustrations, many of which are composite photos accuracy checks, cleaning and lubrication, storage, illustrating two or more specimens. It's all covered, ammunition identification and firing tables, and train- from hand grenades to the A-10 rocket which was 
ing. Includes exclusive complete translation of official slated to attack New York City from the coast of Nazi Russian technical handbook. 	 occupied France. A must book for every serviceman who might 	Hundreds of devices are covered in illustrated use the AK weapons, andfor every student or collector detail; how they are identified, designed, constructed of military arms. A salient volume on the Communist and deployed. Virtually all are shown in detailed 
Bloc's standard infantry rifle, and the world's most cutaway views, including: Bombs (light anti-personnel, widely issued weapon, $3.50 	 torpedo, anti-tank, incendiary, pyrotechnic, high ex- 

THE FN/FAL AUTO RIFLES 	plosive, everything from 2 Kg to 4000 Kg), Fuzes 
(for all types of explosive ordnance), Rockets (solid Considered by many to be the best infantry rifle in and liquid fuel, ram-jet, the works, everything from production today, the FN-FAL auto rifles have been air-to-air mini-rockets and bazookas to the infamous adopted by more divergent powers and more of the V-1 and V-2 missiles that devastated London), Land emerging new nations of the world than any other Mines (antitank, anti-personnel), Igniters (pressure, weapon in history. For sale by the FN plant in Belgium pull-release, friction, magnetic, chemical, electrical; in a great number of configurations, this rifle is a boobytrap devices, clockwork, anti-lift devices), Gren- most interesting and noteworthy weapon. 	 ades (variations of the notorious 'Potato Masher,' 

This comprehensive manual illustrates and de- 'Egg' and 'Shaving Stick' types, even anti-tank hand scribes the various models as offered for sale by grenades, smoke and gas grenades, rifle grenades the FN plant, including the semi-auto version once sold including AT, anti-personnel, illuminating and prop in the USA for sporting and police use,' and military aganda, and pistol grenades). 
match shooting. Also illustrated are the various mod- 	Without a doubt, the most thorough volume ever els which have been produced by other countries under compiled on German Explosive Ordnance, a monumen-license from FN, such as the British SLR and Canadian tal work that will never be equalled. The Big One, C-1, and the ill-fated US T48 that lost out to the only $12.95, and a bargain at twice the price. controversial M-14 rifle. All aspects of this rifle are 
covered in illustrated detail: from general character- THE BROWNINGAUTO RIFLE istics, functioning and technical data, to loading, firing, A quality reprint of TM 9-1211, on all models of the 
zeroing, stoppages and immediate action, grenade famous BAR. Since its first appearance in WWI, this launching, cleaning and maintenance, complete dis- weapon has been in use constantly all over the world, assembly and assembly, special disassembly details and still serves on both sides of the war in Viet Nam.• for heavy-barreled, lightweight and folding stock mod- Manufactured in many variations in many countries 
els, and a complete parts and accessory list. The and one of the outstanding weapons of its type ever whole cheese. An important volume for every serious developed, the BAR models 1918, 1918A1, 1918A2 and student of military arms, or soldiers using this weapon, M1922 are identified and thorough instructions are over 180 clear illustrations, over 140 pages plus a given on complete disassembly and assembly, detail large removeable fold out chart, only $3.00 	 inspection, maintenance and repair, includingtooIs for' THE UZI SUBMACHINE GUN 	inspection and repair. Rebuilding of every part of The Uzi submachine gun was designed by Uziel Gal, the weapon is delineated in illustrated detail, with 
and  saw its first production in 1951, in Israel. Since 	of clear illustrations, over 80 pp., only $2.00  
that time, as produced by the FN plant in Belgium, it RIFLE MUSKET, MODEL 1863 has grown to be the most widely distributed com- The official handbook issued during the civil war for mercial SMG in production, and it is one of the best. the 'management and cleaning' of the 'Rifle Musket, 

This comprehensive volume gives fully illustrated Model 1863? This is a quality reprint of this fascin- details on both the wooden and folding metal stocked 	ating relic, nearly 50 fine wood-cut illustrations, 28 models, from functioning, detail disassembly andparts pages of history, instruction, and fun reading, $1.00 description, technical specifications and data, to 
loading, firing, handling, zeroing, stoppages and im- 1873 "Trapdoor" SPRINGFIELD mediate action, cleaning and maintenance and acces- 
sories. The most comprehensive volume in print on M1873 COLT, -S&W SCHOFIELD the world's most widely distributed commercial SMG. The 'Trapdoor' Springfield, the first official standard Nearly 50 pages, nearly 60 clear illustrations, plus breech loading rifle in the US Military Service, and large removeable fold out chart, $1.50 	 the rifle Custer had at the battle of the Little Big Horn, THE KRAG RIFLE AND CARBINE the famous 'Peacemaker' .45 Colt revolver, and the 

SWAT 'Schofield' .45 revolver --the guns that were used Here's one for all the Krag rifle fanciers -- a reprint 	in most of the Indian Wars, truly the guns that tamed of the original 1893 manual on the first model of the the west. The description, use and maintenance of 
famous Krag-Jorgensen rifles to be adopted in the these famous arms is covered in detail with excerpts US military service, the Model of 1892. This is the 	from the official Army handbooks, issued inthe1800's. manual issued to soldiers and armorers, to provide 	Full of accurate and colorful details, from firingtables instruction in the use and repair of the Krag. Over 130 	to instructions for refinishing and re-browning the fine illustrations, 36 pages, only $1.00 	 rifles. 64 fine illustrations, nearly 50 pages, $1.50 



ent, 
BRITISH TEXTBOOK of 	''GUIDE TO VIETCONG 

EXPLOSIVES 	 BOOBYTRAPS An excellent general treatise on the subject of explos-
ives. Chapter one starts with general definition and 
classification of explosives, explosions and deton-
ations. Chapter two gives breakdown of propellant 
compounds by properties and types (burning of pro-
pellant, properties of ideal propellant, manufacture, 
table of propellants, cordites, cannon powders, mortar 
and small arms propellants and so on). Chapter three 
deals with high explosives by definition and property, 
and breaks them down by disruptive and igniferous 
initiators, intermediaries, bursting charges and mis-
cellaneous high explosives. Chapter four covers mis-
cellaneous explosives, gun powder, and various com-
positions broken down as time fuzes, pyrotechnics, 
illuminating, signal, incendiary, smoke producing, 
priming and tracing compositions. Material adapted 
from British Ordnance texts. 42 pages, clear and 
concise coverage of the basics of explosives, with an 
excellent index, $1.50 

LAND MINE WARFARE 
(FM 20-32) A most important shade of the warfare 
spectrum is covered in detail, giving both sides of the 
picture — offensive and defensive mine warfare oper-
ations. The subject is discussed in a general manner, 
then the 'how' and 'when' of minefield employment is 
delineated by types of minefields, minefield installa-
tion (patterns and techniques, design, planning and 
siting, coordination and control, non-standard mine-
fields), laying minefields (manual, mechcnical, booby-
trapping), reporting and recording minefields (both 
ours and foreign), locating (detecting mined areas and 
mines), clearing (detection and removal of individual 
mines), breaching and passing minefields. Training 
of the individual soldier is covered in detail, and addit-
ional data is contained in five appendixes, including 
references, typical SOP, maps and symbols, etc. 142 
pages, very well illustrated, plus charts, tables, gloss-
ary,: index and maps $3.00 

MILITARY PYROTECHNICS 
(TM9-12370-20:TO 11A10-1-1). This large volume 
provides general and technical information concern-
ing military pyrotechnics. It covers general char-
acteristics, specific data, means of identification, 
precautions in handling and use, and general inform-
ation on packing. Covered in illustrated detail are 
the variations within the general categories of photo-
flash bombs, photoflash cartridges, aircraft and sur-
face flares, fuses, signals for aircraft-ground-marine 
use, air burst simulators, boobytrap simulators, 
ground burst simulators, gunflash simulators, hand 
grenade simulators, even firecrackers, ram-jet en-
gine igniters, fusees and guided missile tracers. 
135 large format pages, 65 illustrations (mostly 
full page composites), plus charts-tables, index and 

-list Of references. An excellent guide to the iden-
tification, use and design of military pyrotechnicss$4 
COMBAT IN FORTIFIED 

AND BUILT-UP AREAS 
(FM 31-50) Effective combat in fortified and urban 
areas requires specialized technique, and this volume 
gives the doctrinal and practical training for this 
particular facet of combat operations. Part one deals 
with fortified areas, studying the subject generally, 
then dealing with fortifications per se (types of fort-
ifications, organization of fortified areas, obstacles), 
attack of a fortified area (general, planning and con-
duct of attack), and defense of a fortified area (gen-
eral, planning, conduct of defense). Part two deals 
with combat in built up areas; offensive (general, 
planning, conduct of the attack, houselto-house fighting, 
counterguerrilla operations) and defensive (general, 
planning, conduct of the defense). The specifics of 
weaponry, technique and -training are covered in illus-
trated detail, over 60 pages, plus:index, $2.50 

& EXPLOSIVE DEVICES 
(DAPam 381-11) a quality reprint of a concise and 
well rounded volume that describes and illustrates 
nearly 50 different Viet Congboobytraps and explosive 
devices. Includes data on grenades, mines, demo-
litions, fuzes and firing devices, miscellaneous and 
improvised items, plus griergency handling guidance 
for explosive devices (detction, outdoor search tech-
niques, disarming methods) . Nearly 100 pages, nearly 
50 clear illustrations, an important work for GI'% in 
the Asian theater and all EOD men, $2.50 

GUIDE TO GERM WARFARE 
Reprint of TM3-216 (AFM 355-6). Invaluable insight 
into the often misunderstood science of biological war, 
outlining and explaining in detail the potential use of 
biological agents in warfare and the defenses against 
them. Topics discussed are of great interest to mil-
itary and civilian alike who may be caught in an 
offensive or defensive biological war. The subject 
is covered from A to Z with clear explanation of the 
basics of biology of military significance and concise 
descriptions of potential biological agents used for 
various effects. The general properties of biological 
warfare agents are delineated, and specific coverage 
is given possible antipersonnel BW agents, possible 
antianimal BW agents and possible anticrop BW agents, 
how they are spread and how they may be fought on 
an individual and large scale. Specific disease agents 
and vectors used to spread them are indentified and 
explained. Well illustrated, indexed, with large glos-
sary, over 150 pages. Vital illumination of a black 
science, information that could one day save your life. 
Had the Hong Kong Flu lately? $3.50 

GUIDE TO CHEMICAL 
AND GAS WARFARE 

A reprinted compendium of TM 3-200 (TO 42C-1-7) 
`Capabilities and Employment of Toxic Chemicals,' 
TM 3-215 (AFM 355-7) 'Military Chemistry and Chem-
ical Agents,' and TM 3-350 (TO 39C-10CBA-1) 'Impro-
vised CBR .Protective Shelters: a total of,281 infor-
mation packed pages. Section one covers casualty pro-
duction by toxic chemicals (general, nerve and mustard 
gases), weapons systems for delivery of toxic chem-
icals (air and ground), techniques of employment of 
toxic chemicals (air and ground), calculation of chem-
ical ammo requirements and estimation of casualties, 
chemical target analysis, chemical fire planning, troop 
safety and estimation of downwind hazards, plus 
references and index. Section two relates to chemical 
agents and their properties of military value, specific 
chemical agents and their properties (casualty gases,. 
riot gases, incendiaries, smokes), detection and iden-
tification of chemical agents (subjective methods, 
objective methods, field and lab detection and analysis) 
specific tests for detection and identification of war 
gases (mustards, arsenical, blood gases, choking 
gases), protective items (equipment and antidotes), 
.decontaminants, plus references, table of equivalants 
and index. Section three details the passive defenses 
against chemical, biological and radiological war, 
outlining the design and construction of protective 
shelters. Topics covered include location (combat 
zone, behind the lines, zone of interior), capacity, 
preparation (design and materials, air supply, testing), 
operation (air locks, decontamination, supplies and 
equipment required, temperature control), mainten-
ance, air purification equipment and ventilation. This 
large, three part volume gives a well rounded look at 
both sides of the chemical and gas warfare coin. 
Includes large fold out charts listing war gases by 
name, characteristics and use, plus diagrams, illus-
trations and a full index for each section. An outstand-
ing value at $5.00 



TOTAL RESISTANCE 
(Maj. H. von Dach Bern, Swiss Army) Probably the 
finest book in print on resistance movements, a how-to 
book written by a professional. This excellent volume 
is in two parts, Part I deals withthe Organization and 
Conduct of Guerrilla Warfare: 
--Purpose and Organization of Guerrilla Warfare; 
formation of guerrilla units...strength of guerrilla 
units...replacements for guerrilla units...organiza-
tional phase...leadership...equipment...supply of weap-
ons...supply of ammunition and explosives...organ-
ization of maintenance facilities, food supply and 
medical service. 
--Tactics of Guerrilla Units; 
first guerrilla operations...security of guerrilla units 
...general behavior...march...rest...communication... 
road blocks...mining roads...sabotage road net...sabo-
tage vehicles...ambush vehicles...raiding enemy col-
umns...suprise attacks...attack on a communication 
net...attacking a railroad net...attacking apower net... 
surprise attack on a fuel depot...raid on an airfield... 
destroying a bridge...temporary occupation of towns 
by a guerrilla unit. 
--How an Enemy with Modern Equipment will Operate 
Against Your Guerrilla Detachment; 
organization and operation of persuit units...mopping 
up operations...hints for a breakout. 

Part II deals with Organization and Operation of 
the Civilian Resistance Movement: 
--Organization; 
missions of the civilian resistance movement...re-
cruiting...joining a guerrilla detachment or the resist-
ance movement...activities of the various sections... 
information, propaganda, escape, finance, counter-
feiting, secret printing press, slogans. 
--Enemy Operations; 
basic rules of terror...state securitypolice...struggle 
for the youth...fighting the church...propagation of 
dissension among the population...tactics used to de-
stroy clubs and associations...liquidation of certain 
classes of the population. 
—Operations of the Resistance Movement; 
procedure of the resistance movement...concealment 
of weapons and ammunition...concealment of radios... 
manufacture of illegal printed matter...propaganda... 
conditioning of the resistance leaders...selection and 
use of hide-outs...security of safe areas...security of 
underground conferences...courier service...use of 
trains...neutralizing informers...how to meet the dan-' 
ger of being overheard...behavior during interrogation.  
...behavior in concentration camps...passive resist-
ance movement...general uprising...fighting the tech-
niques used by the enemy. 

'...the most up to date manual of guerrilla, 
resistance and underground operations. Well worth the 
money...' (Marine Corps Gazette) 173 pages, 125 photos 
and illustrations, a superb work, hardback, $6.50 

150 QUESTIONS 
FOR A GUERRILLA 

(Gen. Alberto Bayo, edited by Robert K. Brown) 
This original translation of the text book used to 
train Fidel Castro and Che Guevara in guerrilla war-
fare provides a new insight into Communism's rise 
to power in Cuba! 

How was Castro able to defeat Batista's well 
trained and equipped army of 30,000? The answer to 
this and similar questions lies largely in the efforts 
of the mysterious, little known individual who served 
as C astro' s chief mil it ary mentor and advisor through-
out the fight against Batista -- General Alberto Bayo. 
It was Bayo who organized a secret training camp in 
Mexico for Castro and his followers; without such 
guerrilla warfare training the revolutionaries would 
probably have been destroyed upon landing in Cuba. 
Now, for the first time in the USA, Panther Publica-
tions has made available a complete translation of the 
military text Bayo wrote and used to train Castro in 
Guerrilla warfare. 

86 pages, including 12 illustrated pages of do-it-
yourself boobytraps and explosive devices, $2.00 

GUERRILLA WARFARE 

(Bert 'Yank' Levy) This volume needs little intro-
duction, as it is the classic how-to work on irregular 
and partisan fighting which served as a text to train 
the English Home Guard when England was threatened 
by Nazi invasion. Written in an easy to understand 
style for those citizens with little military experience 
who find themselves suddenly faced with occupationby 
a foreign aggressor, Levy explains how a relatively 
untrained but determined citizenry may successfuly 
oppose and destroy a heavily armed aggressor. 

Levy flavors his book with personal experiences 
and observations from three decades of participation 
in a multitude of civil wars, revOlutions and gun running 
forays. Sabotage, ambushes, demolition, scouting,. 
stalking, street fighting, and anti-tank tactics are but 
a few of the topics that 'Yank' discusses at length. 
'Guerrilla Warfare' is necessary background mater-
ial for students of guerrilla and irregular warfare. 

'This is straightforward, simple stuff, and the 
author, very much a man of action, had only two main 
aims; to cover the subject as comprehensively as 
possible, and to get the message across. He succeed-
ed admirably.' (Irish Defense Journal) 

'This is a how to do it book.' (Army Times) 
The classic volume on guerrilla warfare, $2.00 

AMBUSH 
& COUNTER AMBUSH 

(Adapted from Australian Military Forces publication) 
Ambushing, which is perhaps the oldest tactic in the 
long history of war, has in recent times become the 
most widely used insurgent technique in Communist 
Revolutionary warfare, because successful ambushes-
achieve results far out of proportion to the number of 
men deployed and permit the ambushers to melt away 
quickly before normal retaliatory action can be mount- 
ed. 	This concise and comprehensive Australian 
military text covers the subject admirably, studying 
the topic as follows: 
AMBUSHES: General Considerations (introduction, 
ambush sites., types, principles), Planning (general, 
factors, layout, action after springing ambush, with-
drawal, administrative, alternative plans), Prepar-
ation & Occupation (reconnaissance, orders and re-
hearsals, occupation, lying in ambush), Execution 
(springing, subsequent action, withdrawal, ambushes 
at night), Small Deliberate Ambushes (grouping, lay-
out), Large Deliberate Ambushes (size, problems, 
reaction and counter, static ambushes, mobile am-
bushes), and Training. 
COUNTER AMBUSH: General Considerations (intro-
duction, responsibilities), Counter Ambush when on 
Foot (avoidance, breaking out, whole force ambushed, 
part of force ambushed, counter ambush by night, 
special points), Counter Ambush for Vehicle Convoys 
(general, action before contact, action on contact, 
drill, road blocks., debussing, training), Counter Am-
bush for Watercraft (types of boats, security, drill), 
plus appendixes. Very fine coverage of an import-
ant subject. 80.pages, illustrated, $2.00 

SMALL ARMS AMMO 
ID GUIDE 

Prepared by the US Army Foreign Science and Tech-
nology Center, this guide is an aid for use in iden-
tifying small arms ammunition up to and including 
14.5mm. It enables the user to identify specifically 
both the caliber and country of manufacture of any 
currently used round, on the basis of shape, size, 
markings. Also explains the headstamping pract-
ices of 60 countries, lists the principal weapons 
chambered for each of the 60 calibers, and includes 
a listing of the identifying markings in Use by each 
country. Covers all military cartridges manufactured 
since 1930! 79 illustrations, 151 pages, $3.00 



WE SHALL FIGHT 
IN THE STREETS 

(Captain S. J. Cuthbert, Scotts Guards) This manual, used as a companion text to 'Guerrilla Warfare' by Yank Levy to train the English Home Guard during 
WWII, ably describes and evaluates the unique feat-
ures of heavily populated areas which make street 
fighting such a highly skilled, specialized form of 
warfare in which only the fittest survive. Its author 
explains in detail how to turn a city into a death trap 
for an invading enemy. Subjects covered include 
an evaluation of cover and concealment within a 
built-up area, defense and attack within cities, anti-
tank tactics, ambushes, explosives and demolitions, 
boobytraps and fortifications. A recent article from `Infantry' magazine, 'Combat in Cities: A Soviet View', 
has been added as an appendix. 

`In addition to chapters containing material on the use of explosives, training and arms.and equipment for fighting in cities, this volume also contains sever-
al important appendixes, two of which are the strength-
ening of the house for defense, and the supression of civil disturbances. A fine reference.' (Infantry maga.) 
One of the best works written on street fighting, $2.00 

RUSSIAN COMBAT 
IN FORESTS & SWAMPS Prepared 15y a committee of former German generals and general staff officers, this reprint of DAPam 20-231 details the peculiarities of forest and swamp fighting, as experienced in Russia during WWII. Chapter subjects include: military aspects of Russian. 

forests and swamps...general tactical principles... combat intelligence, reconnaissance and observation... troop movements...development and deployment... attack...defense...retrograde movements...combat un-der special conditions. Gives valuable insight into the nitty gritty of forest and swamp combat, and the techniques used, 39 pages, $1.50 

DEMOLITION TECHNIQUES An extract from FM 31-20, this compact, information filled manual gives the inside scoop on demolition techfliques used by the ellite Special Forces in Viet 
Nam and throughout the world. Covers advanced tech-
niques such as saddle charges, diamond charges, ear muff charges, platter and ribbon charges, impro-
vised charges and incendiaries, expedient use of 
standard items and much more.67pages,27 illus.$3,50 

SPECIAL FORCES FOREIG N WEAPONS HANDBOOK By Sergeant Major Frank A. Moyer. This new civilian 
edition of the famous SPECIAL FORCES FOREIGN 
WEAPONS HANDBOOK is now available to firearm fanciers and gun buffs for the first time. 

As each weapon covered was physically procured and photographed to obtain the unique disassembly format, the HANDBOOK is a radical departure from 
the standard small arms text book. 

Crammed full of photos and necessary-to-know information, this beautiful clothbound edition contains the assembly, disassembly., and firirig instructions for 
a world wide, representative selection of pistols, rifles, carbines, assault rifles, submachine guns and 
machineguns the Special Forces Trooper may have to fight with. 

The text is written in a clear, concise manner 
that not only will aid Special Forces soldiers in their 
roles as students and teachers, but will rip away the mysteries of the functioning of 70 different weapons 
for all gun buffs. 

"CHE" GUEVARA 
ON REVOLUTION by Jay Mallin (University of Mimai Press). `CHE' 

GUEVARA ON REVOLUTION furnishes the full text of Guevara's most important writings and speeches. It reprints photostatic copies of key pages of Guevara's Bolivian diary never before published in book form, and 
is illustrated with photos taken of Guevara in Bolivia. The book provides biographical information on The', 
and analyzes his theoretical works and his various 
roles as guerilla chieftain, economist, and mastermind 
of subversive movements launched and directed from 
Communist Cuba. A definitive work for Che-watchers. 250 pages, well illustrated, hard binding, only $7.95 
(bookdealers please order from publisher directly) , 

There has long been a need for a weapons handbook 
directed specifically to the needs of the Special Forces 
soldier, SgtMaj Frank A. Moyer, a small arms tech-nician since he joined the army in 1940, and a technical intelligence specialist since 1950, ably filled that need. To do so, he spent over 2,000 hours not only writing but examining and test firing hundreds of weapons. 

Unparalleled in the history of firearms publishing, this unusual handbook is destined to become the stand-
ard reference of all gun enthusiasts, collectors, and individual fighting men everywhere. 

330 big 8X10" pages, over 150 pages of photos, 
illustrations and charts! Glossary of nearly 200 small 
arms terms. Beautiful cloth binding. 

'If you have any interest in military weapons, I 
would suggest you get a copy of this book. If you are 
an advanced collector, it is a must for your library.* 

(GUNS mag.) Years in the making, and worth the wait, only $12.95 

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER by Bill Jordan, 'US Border Patrol (pub, by the author). 
Be first or be dead...there is no second place winner,  in a gun fight! And the subject of this book is the way 
and means to stay alive when using guns in mortal combat. 

Primarily written as a law enforcement officer's combat text book, it is also fascinating reading for 
every man with a taste for excitement and an interest in the hand gun as a fighting tool. 

Not merely an excellent teacher in a vital aspect 
of the combat arts, this beautifully printed volume is 
wall to wall carpeted with the Jordan brand of dry wit, 
and makes fascinating reading. 115 pages, crammed with how-to illustrations of techniques and tools, hard bound and beautifully printed, only $5 
(bookdealers please order directly from publisher) IESE NORMOUNT CLASSICS? HAVE YOU MISSED THESE NORMOUNT CLASSICS? HAVE YOU MISSED THEE LASSICS? HAVE YOU MISSED THESE NORMOUNT CLASSICS? HAVE YOU MISSED THESE NORMOUNT CLAE Firearm Silencers ($4)
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Fundamentals of Small Arms ($3.50) 	 .A T 	
.5' 	ft  German Infantry Weapons Vol. 1 ($3) 

German MG-34 ($2) 
Japanese Infantry Weapons ($3.50) 
U.S. .30 Carbines Ml, M1A1, M2 and M3 ($3) 
The Garand Rifles Ml, MSC and M1D ($3) 
U.S. Springfield Rifles MI903, M1903A1, M1903A3, M1903A4 ($2.50) 
U.S. .22 Springfield Rifles ($1.50) 
U.S. M1917 "Enfield" Rifle ($1.50) 
U.S. Rifle 7.62mm M14 and M14E2 ($2) 
AR-15. M-16 and M-16E1 5.56mm Rifles ($3.50) 
Johnson Semi-automatic Rifles and Light Machineguns ($2) 
Thompson Submachine Guns ($4) 
Submachine Guns Caliber .45 M3 and M3A1 ($3) 
Reising Submachine Guns Caliber .45 M50, M55 and M60 ($1) 
Browning Machineguns Caliber .30 and .50 ($3) 	 e t,shr e 
U.S. Shotguns, All Types ($4) 
U.S. Pistols and Revolvers Vol. 1 ($3.50) 
Browning Hi-Power Pistols ($1.50) 
The Parabellum (.Luger") Pistol ($1) 

T.J.S. Mortara and Mortar Gunnery ($3) 
Explosives and Demolitions ($4) 
Demolition Materials ($3.50) 
Military Explosives ($6) 
Grenades and Pyrotechnics ($3.50) 
Boobytraps ($3.50) 
Demolition Reference Card (250) 
Mine Reference Card (250) 
Guerilla Warfare and Special Forces Operations ($4) 
Operations Against Irregular Forces ($1.50) 
Anti-Infiltration and Antiguerilla Training 33-11 (250) 
Ranger Training ($3.50) 
Merrill's Marauders ($2) 
Leader's Guide for Operations in SE Asia ($1.50) 
Evasion and Escape ($3) 
Hand to Hand Combat ($3.50) 
Bayonet Fighting ($1.50) 
Guerilla Warfare: A Method ($1.10) 
Criminal Investigation ($3) 
Riot and Disaster Control ($3) 
Physical Security ($2.50) 


